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Abstra t

We report on a partial solution of the onje ture that the lass
of nite solvable groups an be hara terised by 2{variable identities.
The proof requires pie es from number theory, algebrai geometry, singularity theory and omputer algebra. The omputations were arried
out using the omputer algebra system Singular.
Solvable groups, Engel identity, rational points on urves,
omputer algebra, SINGULAR.
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1 The Problem
The following problem has been ommuni ated to me by B. Kunyavskii: hara terise the lass of nite solvable groups by 2{variable
identities. The answer to this question would solve onje tures in the
theory of nite and pro nite groups and has potential appli ations to
graph theory.
To explain the problem, note that a group G is abelian if and
only if [x; y℄ = 1 for all x; y 2 G where [x; y℄ = xyx 1 y 1 is the
ommutator. Re all also that a nite group G is nilpotent if and only
if it satis es the Engel identity [x; y℄n for some
n and all x; y 2 G (here

[x; y℄1 = [x; y℄ and [x; y℄n+1 = [x; y℄n ; y ). It has been onje tured
that some Engel{like identities should hara terise also the lass of
nite solvable groups. The following, more pre ise, onje ture is due
to B. Plotkin ( f. [PPT℄).
For a given word w in the letters X; Y; X 1 ; Y 1 , onsider the
sequen e Un = Unw of words de ned indu tively by
=w
Un+1 = [XUn X
U1

1

; Y Un Y

1

℄:

Conje ture 1.1 (B. Plotkin). There exists a word w
nite group G is solvable if and only if there exists an n
Unw (x; y ) = 1 for all x; y G.

su h that a
 1 satisfying

2

One may even onje ture that for any word w su h that the sequen e Unw does not ontain the trivial word Unw = 1 for some n, the
on lusion of Conje ture 1.1 holds.
The starting point for the proof is the following Theorem:
Theorem 1.2 (J. Thompson [T℄). The minimal
solvable groups (that is, all subgroups are solvable) are:

nite

non{

(1) PSL(2; p), p  5. prime number.
(2) PSL(2; 2n ), n  2, a prime number.

(3) PSL(2; 3n ),

n

a prime number.

(4) PSL(3; 3).
(5) Sz (2n ), n  3, a prime number.

In view of this result, Conje ture 1.1 is implied by
Let G be one of the groups in Thompson's list
(1) { (5). Then there exists a word w in X; Y; X 1 ; Y 1 , independent
of G, su h that for all n there exists x; y 2 G satisfying Un (x; y) 6= 1.
Conje ture 1.3.
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Conje ture 1.3 has been proved for all ases ex ept for the Suzuki
groups in (5) by using, in parti ular, omputer algebra omputations.
Theorem 1.4 ([B. et al℄). Conje ture 1.3 holds for the word w
X 1 Y XY 1 and the groups (1) { (4) in Thompson's list.1

=

While several attempts to prove the above onje tures by using
the stru ture theory of nite groups failed, the following, ompletely
di erent approa h (in the spirit of [B℄) leads to a proof of Theorem
1.4.
For any of the groups in (1) { (3), onsider its standard linear
representation, that is, onsider the matri es
x

=



0
1

1
t


;

y

=



1

b



1+b

as elements of PSL(2; pn ), p any prime number. (The ase (4),
PSL(3; 3) is easy.) Then it is easy to see that U1 (x; y) 6= 1 for all
x; y as above.
Consider the matrix equation U1 (x; y) = U2 (x; y). If this has a
solution for some x; y as above, then, by de nition of the sequen e
Un , Un (x; y ) = U1 (x; y ) 6= 1 for all n  1. Hen e, it suÆ es to show
that U1 (x; y) = U2 (x; y) has a solution.
Consider the ideal I generated by the entries of the matrix
U1 (x; y ) U2 (x; y ) whi h is an ideal in Z[b; ; t℄.
We are going to show that the variety V (I ) has a rational point
(b; ; t) 2 (F pn )3 for all (p; n) o urring in (1) { (3) of Thompson's
list. This is equivalent to U1 (x; y) = U2 (x; y) having a solution x; y 2
PSL(2; pn ).
To show that V (I ) has a rational point, we use:






the Hasse{Weil bound for the number of rational points on an
absolutely irredu ible urve and its generalisation to singular
urves,
simple fa ts from algebrai geometry and singularity theory,
simple generalisations of basi results from the theory of standard
bases,
extensive omputations, using Singular.

The word w in Theorem 1.4 is the rst of the following
four words found by a omputer sear h through about 10,000 shortest

Remark:
1 Meanwhile

(O tober 2002), all ases, in luding the Suzuki ase (5), have been settled
by the authors, too, using the word w2 = X 2 Y 1 X . Hen e Conje ture 1.3 is proved with
w = w2 .
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words in X; X 1 ; Y; Y 1 , for whi h the equation U1 = U2 had a non{
trivial solution in PSL(2; p), p < 1000:
w1
w3

=X
=Y

1
2

Y XY
X 1;

1

X;

w2
w4

= X 2Y 1X ;
= XY 2 X 1 Y X

1

:

Meanwhile we ould verify that also w2 satis es the statement of Theorem 1.4.
A knowledgements: The present paper is a report on joint work in
preparation with T. Bandman, F. Grunewald, B. Kunyavskii, G. P ster and E. Plotkin ([B. et al℄), whi h will appear elsewhere. I should
parti ularly like to thank B. Kunyavskii for many interesting dis ussions on the subje t. It is also a pleasure to thank the organisers of
the onferen e in honour of J. L. Vi ente for providing a stimulating
atmosphere during the onferen e. Spe ial thanks to H. S honemann,
who provided the ne essary hanges of the kernel of Singular.

2 Prin ipal Steps of the Proof
We present only the prin ipal steps for proving Theorem 1.4 and the
groups (1) in Thompson's list. The other ases are similar. The arguments whi h we present are valid for suÆ iently large prime numbers
p  p0 . The bound p0 an be expli itely determined and is small
enough so that the remaining ases an be he ked ase by ase. For
small p, a variety of di erent methods and tri ks has been used for
whi h we refer to [GP2℄ and [B. et al℄. Here we on entrate mainly on
arguments from singularity theory, whi h helped to solve the problem
for large p.
(1) Create the ideal I  Z[b; ; t℄ generated by the entries of
U1 (x; y )
U2 (x; y ). Show that it de nes a smooth urve C in
3
A (C ). Indeed, omputing a Gr
obner basis without any division2
of the ideal de ning the singular lo us, we nd a p su h that C
de nes a smooth urve in A 3 (F q ) for all primes q  p.
We want to show: For p suÆ iently large, C has a rational
point, that is, a point in (F p )3 . Sin e U1 (x; y) 6= 1 for all x; y,
this is equivalent to U1 (x; y) = U2 (x; y) having a solution and,
hen e, proves Theorem 1.4 (1) for large p.
(2) Compute the ideal I h  Z[b; ; t; h℄ of the proje tive losure C of
C in P3 , h is the homogenising variable. Compute the Hilbert
result will not be a Grobner basis over Z but a pseudo Grobner basis, whi h
means that, for any prime number p su h that p does not divide any leading oeÆ ient,
the result is a Grobner basis over the eld Zp ( f. [GP1℄, [GP2℄).
2 The

3

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

polynomial of I h as 16t 24, hen e C is of degree d = 16 and
arithmeti genus pa = 25.
Compute the singular lo us of C . We obtain that C has four
singular points: p1 = (1 : 0 : 0 : 0), p2 = (1 : 0 : 1 : 0),
p3 = (0 : 1 : 0 : 0), p4 = (0 : 1 : 1 : 0), lying on H1 = fh = 0g.
We obtain these points by omputing a primary de omposition
of the ideal hI h ; hi de ning C \ H1.
Make a lo al analysis of the singularities by omputing the tangent one of I at ea h singular point.
Compute, for ea h singular point, a primary de omposition of
the ideal de ning the tangent one. We obtain that C has four
di erent smooth bran hes at p1 and p3 and two di erent smooth
bran hes at p2 and p4 .
Compute the delta invariants Æ1 ; : : : ; Æ4 of p1 ; : : : ; p4 by analysing
the tangent one at these points further and omputing interse tion and Milnor numbers. We obtain Æ1 = Æ3 = 4, Æ2 = Æ4 = 2.
Hen e, the geometri genus of C is pg = 13.
Now we use the (generalised) Hasse{Weil bound for the number
of rational points Nq (C ) = #C (F q ) of an absolutely irredu ible
proje tive urve C , de ned over a nite eld F q :
Nq (C )

 q+1

2pg

pq

X

p2 Sing(C )

(rp

1)

where rp denotes the number of lo al analyti bran hes of the
germ (C; p). This is an easy improvement of the bound given in
[AP℄ (whi h involves Æp instead of rp 1).
We want to show Nq (C ) > 0 for large primes p.
Sin e C = C r H1 \ C and #H1 \ C = 4, we obtain
Np (C )

p

26

pp
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that is, Np (C ) > 0 if p > 700, provided C is absolutely irredu ible.
(7) It remains to show that C is absolutely irredu ible. This is the
hardest part.
Proje t C  P3 from the point p3 = (0 : 1 : 0 : 0) to P2 by
eliminating from the ideal I  Z[b; ; t; h℄. The result is a
homogeneous polynomial f of degree 12.
Now we make an \Ansatz"
f

= f1  f2 ;
4

with 1  deg f1  12, deg f2 = 12 deg f1 , where the oeÆ ients
of f1 , resp. f2 , are indeterminates a1 ; : : : ; aN , resp. b1 ; : : : ; bM ,
that is, f1 2 Z[a1; : : : ; aN ; b; t; h℄, f2 2 Z[b1; : : : ; bM ; b; t; h℄.
Compute the ideal H  Z[a1; : : : ; aN ; b1 ; : : : ; bM ℄ generated by
the oeÆ ients of f f1  f2 .
(8) Compute a Grobner basis of H in Q [a1 ; : : : ; aN ; b1 ; : : : ; bM ℄ but
without any division. That is, the result is de ned over Z and
during the omputation no division o urred (here we had to
hange the kernel of Singular). It turns out that, in all ases,
the result is an integer n, and hen e the following holds:
For any prime p su h that p - n, the redu tion of H mod p, that
is the image of H in Zp[a1 ; : : : ; aN ; b1 ; : : : ; bM ℄, has no solution
over the algebrai losure Zp of Zp. This is an easy generalisation
of the well{known orresponding result for Grobner bases over
elds ( f. [GP1℄, [GP2℄).
Hen e, for any p - n, the de omposition f = f1  f2 is impossible
over Zp and, therefore, the image of f in Zp[b; t; h℄ is absolutely
irredu ible.
(9) For the remaining, nitely many primes p whi h divide n, we
he k by a dire t omputation that C has a point in (Zp)3 .
(10) All omputations were done by using the omputer algebra
system Singular ([GPS℄). To be able to ompute a pseudo
Grobner basis, we had to hange the kernel of Singular
slightly. This is available in Singular-2-0-3 or higher by settling option( ontentSB). However, a straightforward Grobner
omputation led to mu h too large integers n. Therefore, we
invented a \divide and onquer" strategy to keep n small, for
whi h we refer to [GP2℄, [B. et al℄ and to the Singular ode
whi h is available from the authors.

3 SINGULAR Computations
In this se tion we present the Singular omputations for steps (1)
{ (5) whi h are needed for the omputation of the geometri genus
of the spa e urve C 3 . We omit the omputations for proving that
C is absolutely irredu ible, whi h is mu h more involved ( f. [GP2℄).
The sequen e of ommands below may be used as a model to atta k
related problems.
We start by loading all Singular libraries:
3 New versions of Singular (2-0-4 and higher) will ontain a pro edure genus whi h
omputes the geometri genus of a redu ed urve automati ally.
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LIB "all.lib";

//load all libraries

Step (1)

Create the polynomial ring and the matri es
elements of PSL(2; pn ):
ring r = 0,(b, ,t),dp;
matrix X[2℄[2℄ = 0, -1,
1, t;
matrix Y[2℄[2℄ = 1, b,
, 1+b ;

X

and

Y

representing

//global (affine) ring

Create the word w:
matrix
matrix
matrix
matrix
matrix
matrix
matrix
matrix

iX
iY
U1
N
M
iN
iM
U2

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

inverse(X);
inverse(Y);
iX*Y*X*iY*X;
X*U1*iX;
Y*U1*iY;
inverse(N);
inverse(M);
N*M*iN*iM;

//the word w

Create the ideal I of entries of the matrix U1
ideal
I;
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->

U2 :

I = ideal(U1-U2);
I[1℄=-b6 4+b5 5-b6 3t+4b5 4t-2b4 5t+3b5 3t2-5b4 4t2+b3 5t2
-3b4 3t3+2b3 4t3+b3 3t4-b6 2-4b5 3+3b4 4+2b3 5-b5 2t
+12b4 3t-2b3 4t-2b2 5t+7b4 2t2-11b3 3t2-b2 4t2-7b3 2t3
+3b2 3t3+2b2 2t4-3b5 -8b4 2+4b3 3+5b2 4+b 5+3b4 t+12b3 2t
+2b2 3t-2b 4t+2b3 t2-3b2 2t2-4b 3t2-2b2 t3-b 2t3-2b4
-10b3 +2b2 2+4b 3+ 4+2b3t+6b2 t+ 3t+2b t2-b2 -b2t+b t
+bt2-5b2-2b + 2+bt- t-b- -1
I[2℄=b6 3-b5 4+b6 2t-4b5 3t+2b4 4t-3b5 2t2+5b4 3t2-b3 4t2
+3b4 2t3-2b3 3t3-b3 2t4+b6 +3b5 2-3b4 3-2b3 4-10b4 2t
+2b3 3t+2b2 4t-5b4 t2+10b3 2t2+b2 3t2+6b3 t3-3b2 2t3
-2b2 t4+2b5+4b4 -6b3 2-5b2 3-b 4-4b4t-8b3 t+2b 3t+2b3t2
+3b2 t2+4b 2t2+b t3-b2 2-2b2 t+b 2t-b2t2+2b t2+bt3+3b3
-7b2 -5b 2- 3-4b2t+2b t- 2t+bt2-2b - 2-2bt- t-2b-2 -1
I[3℄=-b6 5+b5 6-b6 4t+4b5 5t-2b4 6t+3b5 4t2-5b4 5t2+b3 6t2
-3b4 4t3+2b3 5t3+b3 4t4-b6 3-5b5 4+4b4 5+2b3 6-2b5 3t
+16b4 4t-4b3 5t-2b2 6t+10b4 3t2-16b3 4t2-10b3 3t3+5b2 4t3
+3b2 3t4-4b5 2-11b4 3+6b3 4+7b2 5+b 6+3b4 2t+20b3 3t
+2b2 4t-4b 5t+6b3 2t2-9b2 3t2-6b 4t2-6b2 2t3+b 2t4-4b4
-16b3 2+5b2 3+7b 4+2 5+4b3 t+14b2 2t+ 4t+b2 t2- 3t2-b t3
-b3-11b2 -b 2+3 3+b2t+4b t-2 2t+ t2+b2-bt-2b-2 +1
I[4℄=b6 4-b5 5+b6 3t-4b5 4t+2b4 5t-3b5 3t2+5b4 4t2-b3 5t2
+3b4 3t3-2b3 4t3-b3 3t4+b6 2+4b5 3-4b4 4-2b3 5+b5 2t
-14b4 3t+4b3 4t+2b2 5t-8b4 2t2+15b3 3t2+9b3 2t3-5b2 3t3
-3b2 2t4+3b5 +6b4 2-8b3 3-7b2 4-b 5-5b4 t-14b3 2t+4b 4t
+8b2 2t2+6b 3t2+3b2 t3-b t4+b4+6b3 -12b2 2-8b 3-2 4-2b3t
-10b2 t+4b 2t- 3t+b2t2+4b t2+ 2t2+b2 +b2t-b t-bt2+b2-6b
-5 2-bt+ t+b+ +t-1
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We now have to show that I de nes a urve and that its redu tion
mod p has rational points for suÆ iently large p.
We start by omputing the dimension and singular lo us of the variety
de ned by I :
ideal sI = groebner(I);
dim(sI);
//--> 1

// ompute a Groebner basis
// ompute the dimension of I
//I defines a urve

dim_slo us(I);
//--> -1

//the singular lo us is empty

Step (2)

Compute the proje tive losure C of C by homogenising I :
ring rh = 0,(b, ,t,h),dp;//h is the homogenizing variable
ideal I = imap(r,I);
ideal sI = groebner(I);
ideal hI = homog(sI,h); //the proje tive losure is given
//by a homogenized standard basis
ideal shI =std(hI);
//a Groebner basis of hI

Compute the Hilbert polynomial, the degree and arithmeti genus of
the proje tive urve C :
The ommand hilb(shI); displays the rst and the se ond Hilbert
series of C . The se ond Hilbert series is used to ompute the Hilbert
polynomial of C . It is oded in the integer ve tor v=hilb(shI,2).
intve v = hilb(shI,2);
v;
//--> 1,2,3,4,5,4,-1,-2,0

To ompute the Hilbert polynomial we need a small pro edure:
poly hp;
for(int i=1; i<=size(v); i++)
{
hp=hp+v[i℄*(t-i+2); (t)^(-i+2)
}
hp;
//--> 16t-24
//the Hilbert polynomial

The Hilbert polynomial of C is 16t 24. Hen e C is a urve of degree
16 and arithmeti genus 25.
Step (3)

By Step (1) we know that C is non{singular. To he k whether C is
singular, we ompute the dimension of the singular lo us of the aÆne
one of C :
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dim_slo us(shI);
//--> 1

// urve is singular at infinity

Now ompute the singular points of C at in nity:
ideal I0 = subst(hI,h,0); //interse tion with line
//at infinity
list pr = primde GTZ(I0); //make a primary de omposition

To lo ate the interse tion points of C with the hyperplane at in nity,
we make a primary de omposition of the ideal I0 whi h de nes the
aÆne one over these points.
The primary de omposition is displayed by typing pr;. The list onsists of ve entries pr[1℄,..., pr[5℄, we omit the entry pr[5℄ of
the list, des ribing the embedded omponent orresponding to the
vertex of the aÆne one. Ea h list entry pr[i℄ onsists of two ideals
pr[i℄[1℄, and pr[i℄[2℄, where the rst is the ideal of the primary
omponent, while the se ond is the ideal of the asso iated prime ideal.
The Singular output is slightly hanged to save spa e:
pr;
//-->[1℄:
//--> [1℄:
//-->
_[1℄= 2
//-->
_[2℄=b-t
//--> [2℄:
//-->
_[1℄=
//-->
_[2℄=b-t

//-->[2℄:
//--> [1℄:
//-->
_[1℄=t5
//-->
_[2℄= t2
//-->
_[3℄= 2+ t
//-->
_[4℄=b2 t+t4
//--> [2℄:
//-->
_[1℄=t
//-->
_[2℄=
//-->[4℄:
//--> [1℄:
//-->
_[1℄=t5
//-->
_[2℄=bt2
//-->
_[3℄=b 2t-t4
//-->
_[4℄=b2-bt
//--> [2℄:
//-->
_[1℄=t
//-->
_[2℄=b

//-->[3℄:
//--> [1℄:
//-->
_[1℄= +t
//-->
_[2℄=b2
//--> [2℄:
//-->
_[1℄= +t
//-->
_[2℄=b

Hen e we see that C has four points at in nity: p1 = (1 : 0 : 0 : 0),
p3 = (1 : 0 : 1 : 0), p2 = (0 : 1 : 0 : 0), p4 = (0 : 1 : 1 : 0), the
oordinates are (b : : t : h).
Step (4)

Make a lo al analysis of the points at in nity. We onsider only the
aÆne hart (b = 1) whi h ontains the points p1 = (0; 0; 0) and p3 =
(0; 1; 0) in aÆne oordinates:
ideal I1 = subst(hI,b,1);

//set b=1
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Make a lo al analysis in p1 :
ideal T1 = tangent one(I1); //the tangent one of C at p1
list pr = primde GTZ(T1);
//primary de omposition
//of the tangent one
pr;
//-->[1℄:
//-->[2℄:
//-->[3℄:
//--> [1℄:
//--> [1℄:
//--> [1℄:
//-->
_[1℄=t-2h //-->
_[1℄=t+h
//-->
_[1℄=h
//-->
_[2℄= +h //-->
_[2℄= 2- h+h2 //-->
_[2℄=
//--> [2℄:
//--> [2℄:
//--> [2℄:
//-->
_[1℄=t-2h //-->
_[1℄=t+h
//-->
_[1℄=h
//-->
_[2℄= +h //-->
_[2℄= 2- h+h2 //-->
_[2℄=

Hen e, we obtain four di erent smooth bran hes be ause the se ond
list entry pr[2℄ de nes two (non{rational) points. Moreover, we see
from pr[1℄ and pr[3℄ that the bran hes 1 and 4 have rational tangent dire tions, and from pr[2℄ that bran hes 2 and 3 have irrational
tangent dire tions. Therefore, two of the preimage points in the normalisation are rational and two are irrational.
Step (5)

To ompute the delta invariant of the singular point p1 , we note
that (C1 ; 0), the union of bran hes 1 and 4, as well as (C2 ; 0), the
union of the two bran hes with irrational tangents, de ne both an
A1 {singularity. Sin e Æ (A1 ) = 1 and sin e Æ (C1 ; 0) [ (C2 ; 0) =
Æ (C1 ; 0) + Æ (C2 ; 0) + (C1  C2 ; 0) we have to ompute the interse tion multipli ity of (C1  C2 ; 0) of C1 and C2 at 0, whi h oin ides
with the interse tion multipli ities of the tangents.
ring s = 0,( ,t,h),ds;
// reate a lo al ring
list pr = imap(rh,pr);
ideal i1, i2 = pr[1℄[2℄, pr[3℄[2℄;
ideal C1 = interse t(i1,i2);
ideal C2 = pr[2℄[2℄;
option(prot);
vdim(std(C1+C2));//interse tion multipli ity of C1 and C2
//--> 2
//interse tion multipli ity is 2

Hen e Æ(C ; p1 ) = 1 + 1 + 2 = 4:
Now let us ompute Æ of C at the point p3 :
setring rh;
map phi = rh,b, ,t+1,h;
ideal I3 = phi(I1);
ideal T3= tangent one(I3);
primde GTZ(T3);
//-->[1℄:
//--> [1℄:
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//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->
//-->

_[1℄= 2
_[2℄=t
[2℄:
_[1℄=
_[2℄=t

Hen e we have a singularity of multipli ity 2 with one tangent, it must
be an Ak singularity with k > 1.
setring s;
ideal I3 = imap(rh,I3);
option(prot);
I3 = std(I3);
I3;
//--> I3[1℄=t- 2+2 t+4t2+ h+th-2h2- 3-2 2t+4 t2+6t3+4 th+3t2h
//--> -7 h2-7th2- 3t- 2t2+3 t3+4t4+2 2th+6 t2h+4t3h-2 2h2
//--> -13 th2-11t2h2-4 h3-th3-3h4+ t4+t5+ 3th+3 2t2h+4 t3h+2t4h
//--> + 3h2-4 t2h2-5t3h2-2 2h3-5 th3-3t2h3+ h4-2th4-2h5
//--> I3[2℄= 2- t-2 t2- th+6 h2-2th2- 2t2- t3- 2th- t2h+5 th2
//--> -3t2h2+2 h3-2th3+7h4+ 2th2-t3h2-2 th3-2t2h3-2 h4+5th4+4h5

We see that I3 is a omplete interse tion and we an ompute its Milnor number (using the Greuel-L^e formula implemented in Singular):
milnor(I3);
//--> 3

The urve C has at p3 an A3 {singularity, hen e Æ(C ; p3 ) = 2.
Similarly, we ompute Æ(C ; p2 ) = 4, Æ(C ; p4 ) = 2. Altogether, the
total Æ invariant is 12 and we an ompute the geometri genus of the
proje tive losure of C as pg (C ) = pa (C ) Æ(C ) = 25 12 = 13.
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